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1. The Central Banks belong to us, just like all the incorporated Territorial and Municipal Governments
and their franchises belong to us. 
2.  This happened because the rats were abusing our delegated powers for their own benefit, not 
because they intended to benefit us or honor our interests.
3.  They intended to roll everything up in one big Ball of Wax and claim it all as abandoned 
property---thereby securing a permanent worldwide private hegemony owned and operated by them:
a "new world government"---which would have been the old feudal monarchist system only ten times
worse.
4.  We woke up in time and claimed it all back instead. This was not accomplished by the wisdom of 
men, but by the Holy Spirit working in us.
5.  We also located (and secured) the evidence to prove how this was done and identify the parties 
responsible.  
6.  Now the banks are more than ever motivated to wash their hands and avoid culpability for all this.
7.   The effort to "offset liability" has been ongoing for several decades and various means have been
offered -- the appointment of various "M1s" like Ferdinand Marcos, the "Committee of 300", the 
"Spiritual White Boy Accounts", the Global Debt Facility, and more recently, the "Chinese Elders". 
8.   We have poo-poohed all of it because it is just more smoke and mirrors.
9.   Our opinion is important, because we literally own all of it, including the Central Banks.
10.  Now, instead of the Chinese Elders, they are offering to set up the American Indian Elders as the 
"Drop Box" --- that is, the Third Parties holding all our assets "in trust" and managing our business for
us. 

Bottomline: Even though the bankers and politicians are Highly Motivated to off-load the 
responsibility and avoid the consequences of their guilt, they want to continue exercising behind-the-
scenes control by rolling everything over into yet another trust, with them having the power of 
appointment over the Trustees controlling our assets. 

It hardly matters what "the New Trust" is called or who the Trustees are or where they are located, so 
long as the same old perpetrators have behind-the-scenes control--- which is always what they are 
aiming at.   

Justifying the creation of the "New Trust" and the appointment of the new Trustees always requires 
(at least in their minds) some kind of fanciful cover story.  In the present case, the cover story is that 
the American Indian Elders have some moth-eaten treaties with long-dead and long-conquered kings,
and that makes them the inheritors of the Earth. 

We don't need to hear any more fanciful stories or justifications.  The Truth going back thousands of 
years is already stranger than fiction.

So let's cut to the chase and see if there can be a meeting of minds.

1.  We believe that the Earth was given to all Mankind as a home and a gift.
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2.  We honor each living being as a sacred and whole creation.  
3.  We live in one ever-present moment called "now". 
4.  We see that we are surrounded by vast abundance.
5.  We interpret any lack as faulty stewardship.

We object when people propose that only their little group rightfully owns the land. This is a selfish, 
ungodly lie. The Earth and its bounty is a joint inheritance and we are all heirs to it.  In fact, any other
teaching is against Native American tradition, which has always freely admitted and known that we 
do not own the land --- the land owns us.

We also object to group-ism, which ignores the supreme value of each individual. We all have families
and a heritage. We all belong to tribes and have our races and religions; but, on a greater scale, we 
are all part of the Family Man, and when we forget that, we become fools who commit unspeakable 
crimes in the name of race and religion and political dogmas. It's time to grow up and hear the 
birds--- the actual birds--- sing.

Last week, I observed that the Aquarian Law has been declared. It is a very simple set of three laws, 
also known as The Law of Heaven:

1. Keep the peace.
2. Do unto others as you would have done to you.
3. Respect the freewill of others who do no harm.

So peace, reciprocity, and respect are the foundations of creating Heaven on Earth, and all those who
would create Heaven must attune their ideas and actions accordingly. 

This is very difficult for those who have been deliberately lied to and defrauded and abused.  Both 
fear and reaction-- resulting in a natural desire to control everything (fear)  and pay back old injuries 
(reaction)-- get in the way, and so, we drag the past into the future. Literally.

Unreleased trauma is the reason that Mankind as a whole keeps recreating and re-experiencing all 
the bad things that people are unconsciously clinging to.   

If we truly want a better future, we have to both know the past and let it go. 

Think of it as a lesson.  Learn it, and move on.

We have learned over the last two thousand years that trusts and treaties don't work. Handing 
responsibility over to others--- kings, queens, priests, lawyers, politicians, BFFs, Chinese Elders or 
Indian Chiefs--- doesn't work. 

There's always a rat, always someone ready to make disastrous decisions "for" us, always somebody 
with an ax to grind, always someone who is weak or stupid or immoral ready to either take 
advantage or make advantage of the rest of us---- and as far as treaties with Kings go, haven't we all 
seen enough? 

Kings die and new Kings make other decisions.  Kings get distracted by other goals and objectives, 
take old associations for granted, and welch on their agreements and fail to pay their debts--- and 
forget about them honoring treaty agreements unless it suits the game they are playing. Kings fight 
with other Kings and leave their treaty partners hung out to dry-- which is what has happened with 
the Delaware and Lenape and Iroquois and Cherokee and Cheyenne and Lakota Sioux, and others I 
could name. 

"As long as the grass grows and the wind blows...."  Uh-huh.  Yep.  Sure....until gold or a gusher is 
discovered, then, of course, all bets are off. 

And I could also read charters given to the pilgrims and promises made to the colonists and later, 
treaties made with The United States of America. 



Treaties and trusts are how we got into this mess.  Proposing to cure the problems of the World Trust 
by creating another World Trust is like curing a lie with a fib.

We each have to be responsible for ourselves and for our world.  Each one. And after that, we have to
be responsible for each other.

We all have to think about what we want, and create that, instead of mindlessly following templates 
that don't work, ideas that are false, practices that are crippling and assumptions that are just plain 
wrong.  

So, no, we aren't interested in any more trusts or treaties nor are we agreeable to having any new 
trustees appointed over us, because as we all have good reason to know, those systems have been 
tried for over 10,000 years, and they don't work.  

Mankind has to learn to govern itself, one man and one woman, at a time.

We are the lawful owners, returned "from over the sea", and we want our assets returned to us; we 
will happily return everyone else's purloined assets to them.  We are amenable to forgiving all odious
debts and to settling things out, so that nobody is ever again burdened by inherited debt. It is our 
stated purpose and intent to create a credit based world economy.

In our article, "The Problem and the Solution", we have already demonstrated how we will handle the 
banking, internet, and currency issues.

We don't need any kings or queens.  We don't need any meritocracy, no trustees --instead, we all 
need to be our own meritocracy and earn our stripes in the struggle to be the best, highest, kindest, 
most fearless, and wisest version of ourselves that we can be. 

Learn the lessons. Move on.
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